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Quantum systems in extreme conditions can exhibit universal behavior far from equilibrium as-
sociated to nonthermal fixed points with a wide range of topical applications from early-universe
inflaton dynamics and heavy-ion collisions to strong quenches in ultracold quantum gases. So far,
most studies have relied on a mapping of the quantum dynamics onto a classical-statistical theory
that can be simulated on a computer. However, the mapping is based on a weak-coupling limit,
while phenomenological applications often require moderate interaction strengths. We report on the
observation of nonthermal fixed points directly in quantum field theory beyond the weak-coupling
limit. For the example of a relativistic scalar O(N)-symmetric quantum field theory, we numerically
solve the nonequilibrium dynamics employing a 1/N expansion to next-to-leading order, which does
not rely on a small coupling parameter. Starting from two different sets of overoccupied and of
strong-field initial conditions, we find that nonthermal fixed points are not restricted to parame-
ter ranges suitable for classical-statistical simulations, but extend also to couplings of order one.
While the infrared behavior is found to be insensitive to the differences in the initial conditions, we
demonstrate that transport phenomena to higher momenta depend on the presence or absence of a
symmetry-breaking field expectation value.
I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
The existence of transient universal regimes, where
even quantitative agreements between seemingly dis-
parate physical systems can be observed, drives a re-
markable convergence of research activities across tra-
ditional lines of specialization. An important class of
universal scaling phenomena occurs in extreme condi-
tions far from equilibrium, characterized by unusually
strong fields or large occupancies of characteristic modes
when compared to thermal equilibrium with the same
energy density. Such a transient overoccupation may be
found in a variety of physical applications on vastly dif-
ferent energy scales, ranging from (p)reheating dynamics
in the early universe [1–3] to the initial stages of rela-
tivistic heavy-ion collisions [4–7], and strong quenches
in ultracold quantum gas experiments [8–10]. Important
universality classes out of equilibrium have been recently
discovered in these cases, providing exciting new links be-
tween the dynamics of cold gases and hot plasmas [11].
So far, most quantitative results rely on the presence
of a sufficiently weak coupling parameter. In this case,
essential aspects of the many-body quantum dynamics
of strong fields or highly occupied modes can be mapped
onto a classical-statistical field theory problem [1, 12, 13],
which can be solved on a computer. Since universal phe-
nomena are insensitive to details of the underlying system
parameters, such as values of couplings or precise initial
conditions for the subsequent evolution, one may hope
that similar results persist beyond the weak-coupling
limit. A corresponding fact is well known for universal
scaling properties in thermal equilibrium near phase tran-
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sitions associated to renormalization group fixed points,
where systems with very different microscopic interac-
tion strengths exhibit common macroscopic properties.
Whether such a statement can also be made for universal
scaling phenomena far from equilibrium near nonthermal
fixed points, associated to turbulent transport phenom-
ena, is a question of utmost phenomenological relevance.
First indications come from holographic strong-coupling
methods applied to superfluids [14, 15]. It is the main ob-
jective of this work to provide an explicit example, where
this question can be answered directly in quantum field
theory beyond the weak-coupling limit.
Motivated by the phenomenology of heavy-ion colli-
sion experiments, where the relevant gauge coupling at
early times is expected to be neither particularly small
nor large, there is a series of studies trying to under-
stand extreme conditions far from equilibrium beyond
the limit of weak interactions. Classical field simula-
tions have been employed in [16–18] for gauge field and
scalar field theories at larger couplings. They seem to
demonstrate the absence of any transient dynamical scal-
ing regime by showing a rapid approach to a thermal-like
Rayleigh-Jeans distribution [16] or fast isotropization for
expanding systems [17, 18]. However, it has been shown
in [19, 20] that one exceeds the range of validity of the
classical descriptions for the larger couplings employed:
a spurious decay of the quantum vacuum into propagat-
ing particle modes is observed, which then dominate the
thermalization or isotropization dynamics.
Another approach employs effective kinetic descrip-
tions. Kinetic theory can describe the long-time behav-
ior of quantum systems if the typical occupancies are not
too large and if their typical momenta are much larger
than the in-medium screening scale. While the applica-
bility of the perturbative kinetic theory requires a suf-
2ficiently weak coupling parameter, recent extrapolations
beyond the weak-coupling limit in the context of heavy-
ion collisions achieve a remarkable consistency with phe-
nomenological expectations [21]. If applied to stronger
interaction strengths, the kinetic descriptions show sig-
nificant deviations from the known classical-statistical
scaling behavior in the weak-coupling limit for gauge
fields [21] as well as scalar field theory [22] because of the
additional quantum corrections that now become of the
same order as the classical contributions in the perturba-
tive description. It remains an important open question
whether these corrections are reliably estimated if applied
at stronger couplings.1
In order to be able to judge the validity of extrapo-
lations beyond the weak-coupling limit, a description of
the dynamics based on a nonperturbative expansion pa-
rameter would be extremely valuable. For N -component
scalar quantum field theories, this is indeed possible
based on a systematic large-N expansion, which has a
long history for the description of scaling phenomena.
At next-to-leading order (NLO) in a resummed large-N
expansion based on the two-particle irreducible (2PI) ef-
fective action [24, 25], the approach is already known
to analytically describe well the self-similar scaling so-
lutions of nonthermal fixed points in the weak-coupling
limit [10, 26]. However, to extend to stronger interac-
tions a numerical evaluation seems mandatory. In par-
ticular, we are not only interested in the scaling solu-
tion itself, but also want to answer the question for what
range of couplings a nonthermal fixed point is approached
from generic strong-field or overoccupied initial condi-
tions. While the nonthermal fixed point is known to have
attractor properties in the limit of weak couplings, such
that no fine-tuning of initial conditions or parameters is
required to approach it, this is not guaranteed at stronger
couplings even if the fixed point solution itself would still
exist.
In this work, we present a numerical solution of the
time evolution equations at NLO in the 1/N expansion
of a self-interacting O(N)-symmetric quantum field the-
ory in 3 + 1 space-time dimensions without expansion.
Because of the non-Markovian nature of the evolution
equations, it is very demanding to go beyond the earlier
times considered in previous studies [3]. This is achieved
in this work through algorithmic and computational ad-
vances, which allow us for the first time to study the
approach to nonthermal fixed points and the subsequent
deviation evolution towards thermal equilibrium. The
1 For the extrapolation to stronger couplings, it would be impor-
tant to resolve also some puzzling questions that remain even in
the weak-coupling limit since kinetic descriptions for longitudi-
nally expanding systems apparently fail to reproduce some rele-
vant results of classical-statistical simulations, such as the ratio
of longitudinal to transverse pressure characterizing isotropiza-
tion for longitudinally expanding systems in the regime where
both are expected to have an overlapping range of validity [23].
latter is not accessible in classical-statistical descriptions
even at weak couplings because of the Rayleigh-Jeans di-
vergence of classical field theory.
One of the main results of this work is that even for
couplings of order one we find the transient universal scal-
ing results as observed before from classical-statistical
simulations in the weak-coupling limit. Remarkably, the
scaling behavior for infrared momentum modes is found
to persist even for much stronger interaction strengths,
while the lower-occupied higher momentum modes devi-
ate from scaling in this case. In general, scaling is seen
to hold only in momentum regimes with modes having
occupancies larger than one. Once the characteristic oc-
cupancies drop below one at later times, the approach
to a Bose-Einstein distribution is observed as expected.
Although our results on the presence and relevance of
nonthermal fixed points beyond the weak-coupling limit
seem to be in conflict with extrapolated kinetic theory
expectations, our findings are in line with corresponding
facts known from universal scaling phenomena in thermal
equilibrium.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we discuss the evolution equations beyond the weak-
coupling limit and the employed initial conditions. Sec-
tions III and IV cover the results for (a) overoccupied
and (b) strong-field initial conditions, respectively. It is
shown that the particle cascade towards the infrared is
insensitive to the different initial conditions employed,
while the energy cascade towards higher momenta de-
pends on the presence or absence of a symmetry-breaking
field expectation value. The energy cascade for the sym-
metric case with a vanishing field expectation value is
observed here to emerge from the nonequilibrium evolu-
tion for the first time. We also compare to the classical-
statistical field theory limit and demonstrate the decay
of the quantum-half for strong enough couplings as an
artifact of classical approximations applied beyond their
range of validity. Section V concludes with a summary.
In a set of appendices, we review the equations of mo-
tion from the 1/N expansion of the 2PI effective ac-
tion (App. A), describe the performed mass renormaliza-
tion (App. B) and provide the energy-momentum tensor
(App. C) for completeness.
II. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS BEYOND THE
WEAK-COUPLING LIMIT
A. Large-N Expansion to NLO
We consider a relativistic O(N)-symmetric real
N -component scalar field theory with quartic self-
interaction in 3 + 1-dimensional Minkowski space-time.
The N -component field theory often serves in paradig-
matic models to describe early-universe inflaton dynam-
ics. For N = 4, the symmetry group employed is lo-
cally isomorphic to a chiral SUL(2) × SUR(2) symmetry
relevant in the context of low-energy effective descrip-
3tions of quantum chromodynamics. In addition, the O(4)
model also reflects the field content of the Higgs sector
of the Standard Model of particle physics. Since we an-
ticipate nonrelativistic dynamics at sufficiently low mo-
menta [10], there is also a direct correspondence to quan-
tum Gross-Pitaevskii models for a single charged Bose
field for N = 2, for example.
As we aim to go beyond the weak-coupling limit, we
take into account quantum corrections according to their
scaling with the number of field components N . Here,
1/N is the (small) expansion parameter, which is not
an expansion in powers of the coupling parameter. As
a consequence, the 1/N expansion is not restricted to
weak interactions in general and has been successfully
employed also in nonperturbative contexts, such as the
description of critical phenomena [27]. Moreover, the re-
summed 1/N expansion based on the 2PI effective ac-
tion employed is known to exhibit improved convergence
properties for the computation of thermal scaling phe-
nomena [28] and the resummation of secular terms re-
quired to describe the long-time behavior of quantum
fields out of equilibrium [24].
The classical Lagrangian density for the massless field
theory reads2
L[ϕ] = 1
2
∂µϕa∂
µϕa − λ
4!N
(
ϕaϕa
)2
(1)
with the field components ϕa(x) and coupling param-
eter λ. Summation over repeated field space indices
a = 1, . . . , N as well as Lorentz indices µ = 0, 1, 2, 3
is implied. For the corresponding classical equations of
motion, (
∂µ∂
µ +
λ
6N
ϕ2(x)
)
ϕa(x) = 0 (2)
with ϕ2 ≡ ϕaϕa, one can always scale out the dependence
on the coupling by introducing a rescaled field,3
ϕa(x) → 1√
λ
ϕa(x) . (3)
The rescaled classical field obeys the evolution equation(
∂µ∂
µ +
1
6N
ϕ2(x)
)
ϕa(x) = 0 (4)
and, as a consequence, in classical(-statistical) dynamics
any dependence on the coupling only enters via the initial
conditions for the solution of the differential equation (4).
2 We use the Minkowski metric with signature (1,−1,−1,−1), the
notation x = (x0,x) for time x0 = t and spatial coordinates x,
and units where the speed of light, the reduced Planck constant
and Boltzmann’s constant equal unity, c = ~ = kB = 1.
3 The same can be done also for a massive classical scalar field.
In contrast, the coupling cannot be scaled out from
the corresponding quantum dynamics, where the classi-
cal field ϕa(x) is replaced by a Heisenberg field operator
ϕˆa(x). The quantum description is crucial, for example,
to overcome the Rayleigh-Jeans divergence of classical-
statistical field theory [24].
However, simple approximations may not reflect this
distinctive property of the quantum theory. For instance,
at leading order (LO) in the expansion in powers of 1/N ,
the quantum expectation value of the field operator,
φa(x) ≡ 〈ϕˆa(x)〉 , (5)
obeys—after a rescaling corresponding to (3)—the evo-
lution equation [25](
∂µ∂
µ +
1
6N
[
φ2(x) + F (x, x)
])
φa(x) = 0 (6)
with φ2 ≡ φaφa. In comparison to the classical evolution
equation (4), the extra term F (x, x) ≡ Faa(x, x) in (6)
stems from the connected part of the anti-commutator
expectation value of two Heisenberg field operators,
Fab(x, y) ≡ 1
2
〈{ϕˆa(x), ϕˆb(y)}〉 − φa(x)φb(y) . (7)
This anti-commutator or so-called statistical two-point
function obeys at LO a similar equation as the field ex-
pectation value [25]:(
∂µ∂
µ +
1
6N
[
φ2(x) + F (x, x)
])
F (x, y) = 0 . (8)
Accordingly, no dependence on the coupling parameter λ
appears in the evolution equations for the rescaled quan-
tum field at LO in a large-N expansion.
This changes at NLO in the 1/N expansion, where
the evolution equations start to depend explicitly on the
commutator expectation value [24, 25]
ρab(x, y) = i 〈[ϕˆa(x), ϕˆb(y)]〉 . (9)
The spectral function (9) encodes the equal-time com-
mutation relation of the quantum theory,
∂x0ρab(x, y)|x0=y0 = δab δ(x− y) , (10)
and the somewhat lengthy evolution equations at NLO
are given in App. A in detail.
For the purpose of the present discussion, the charac-
teristic dependence on the coupling parameter entering
at NLO can be illustrated by the “one-loop” self-energy
term
ΠF (x, y) =
1
6N
[
F 2(x, y)−
(
λ
2
)2
ρ2(x, y)
]
(11)
with F 2 ≡ FabFab and ρ2 ≡ ρabρab. This self-energy term
represents an essential building block of the infinite num-
ber of one-loop-type “ring diagrams” appearing at NLO
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the infinite series
of contributions to the free energy density at NLO in the
1/N expansion of the 2PI effective action. The lines denote
self-consistent propagators, solid circles denote vertices and
crosses denote field expectation values.
in the large-N expansion, as indicated for the example of
the free energy density or 2PI effective action in Fig. 1.
The commutator term (λ/2)2ρ2 in (11) encodes the
genuine coupling dependence entering the NLO evolu-
tion equations. In fact, implementing the 1/N expansion
to NLO in the corresponding classical-statistical theory,
one can check that the commutator term is absent clas-
sically, while the F 2-term in (11) has a classical ana-
logue [13]. This reflects the fact that classical-statistical
approximations for the description of quantum dynamics
require sufficiently weak couplings, such that contribu-
tions from the (λ/2)2ρ2-term are sufficiently small com-
pared to those from the F 2-term. Accordingly, by solving
the quantum evolution equations, one expects to confirm
characteristic results known from classical-statistical sim-
ulations in the weak-coupling limit for the same initial
conditions, while this may not be expected at sufficiently
large values of λ.
B. Initial Conditions
We consider spatially homogeneous and isotropic ini-
tial conditions. As a consequence, the macroscopic
field (5) only depends on time t, φa(t), and the correla-
tion functions depend on times and relative spatial coor-
dinates, Fab(t, t
′, |x−y|) and ρab(t, t′, |x−y|). The initial
macroscopic field is chosen to point in a given direction
in field index space as φa = φ δa1, which is preserved
by the nonequilibrium dynamics of the O(N)-symmetric
quantum theory. Accordingly, we can take the two-point
functions to be diagonal with one longitudinal and N −1
transverse parts, i.e. (Fab) = diag
{
F‖, F⊥, . . . , F⊥
}
and
(ρab) = diag
{
ρ‖, ρ⊥, . . . , ρ⊥
}
.
The initial size of the rescaled macroscopic field, φ0 ≡
φ(t = 0), will be characterized by σ0 defined as
σ0 =
φ0√
6N
, (12)
while the time derivative of the field is taken to van-
ish at initial time t = 0. Apart from initial conditions
with a large macroscopic field, we consider the case of an
initially highly occupied gas of free particles with charac-
teristic (highest) momentum Q. More precisely, a class
of initial conditions for the anti-commutator two-point
function will be described in spatial Fourier space with
three-momentum p as
F‖,⊥(t = t′ = 0, |p|) = n0Θ(Q− |p|) + λ/2
ω‖,⊥(0, |p|) (13)
with occupancy parameter n0, Heaviside step function Θ
and initial dispersion
ω‖,⊥(0, |p|) =
√
p2 +M2‖,⊥(0) . (14)
Here, M‖,⊥(0) denotes the initial renormalized in-medium
mass of longitudinal and transverse modes, respectively
(cf. App. B).
Taking into account that we have performed a field
rescaling according to (3), the actual initial occupancy
per mode, f(t = 0, |p|), is given by
f(t = 0, |p|) = n0
λ
, |p| ≤ Q (15)
according to (13). This initial occupancy is supplemented
by the quantum-half which appears as λ/2 in the initial
correlator (13) for the rescaled field. For large typical
occupancy n0/λ, the function (15) clearly represents a
far-from-equilibrium distribution, in sharp contrast to a
thermal (Bose-Einstein) distribution where the charac-
teristic occupancy is O(1) for momenta of order the tem-
perature.
Neglecting M‖,⊥(0) for a moment, the total initial en-
ergy density 0 is approximately given by
0 ' 3
2
N
λ
σ40 +
n0
8pi2
N
λ
Q4 . (16)
In contrast to the contribution ∼ Nσ40/λ from the macro-
scopic field, the relativistic gas contribution ∼ NQ4/λ
comes with a significant suppression factor (8pi2)−1 un-
less we consider initial occupancy parameter values of
order n0 = 100. In the following, the latter value will be
employed for n0, which is also in line with similar choices
in studies employing classical-statistical lattice simula-
tions (see e.g. [10]).
We will consider two generic types of initial condition
scenarios here, which are frequently considered in the
literature: (a) fluctuation initial conditions with n0 6= 0
and σ0 = 0, and (b) macroscopic field initial conditions
with σ0 6= 0 in the presence of vacuum fluctuations, i.e.
with n0 = 0. This is schematically depicted in Fig. 2.
The macroscopic field initial condition (b), which is
also referred to as the strong-field initial condition, is
known to lead to the phenomenon of parametric res-
onance at early times, which has been studied by the
techniques employed here in [29]. The parametric reso-
nance instability quickly leads to large occupancies in a
characteristic momentum range, similar to what is con-
sidered with the fluctuation initial condition (a), which
5|p|
φ,f
φ = 0
f 6= 0
Q
(a) Fluctuation initial condition.
|p|
φ,f
φ 6= 0
f = 0
Q0
(b) Macroscopic field initial
condition.
Figure 2. Illustration of the employed initial condition sce-
narios.
is also known as the overoccupied initial condition. How-
ever, there is an important difference: While in scenario
(b) the presence of a nonzero field expectation value sin-
gles out an initial direction in field index space such that
the O(N) symmetry is not manifest, scenario (a) pro-
ceeds entirely in the symmetric regime because the ini-
tially vanishing field expectation value and time deriva-
tive remain identically zero at all times by virtue of the
O(N) symmetry. In particular, a nonzero macroscopic
field is known to induce effective cubic self-interactions
even though the Lagrangian (1) only exhibits quartic in-
teractions. We will analyze the impact of the underlying
different scattering processes for scenarios (a) and (b) in
the subsequent Secs. III and IV, respectively.
We consider the time evolution of systems that start
far away from thermal equilibrium. Stated differently,
initially—or after a characteristic short time starting
from macroscopic field initial conditions [29]—the typ-
ical occupancy is much larger than in thermal equilib-
rium, i.e. f ∼ n0/λ  1. For n0 = 100, this already
limits the maximum value of the coupling parameter to
be λ . O(10), which we will not exceed in our study. In
turn, starting far from equilibrium with n0/λ 1/2, the
quantum corrections are expected to play no significant
role at initial times. In contrast, quantum corrections be-
come relevant at later times when the typical occupancy
decreases as the system evolves on its way towards ther-
mal equilibrium. The stronger the coupling, the earlier
these quantum corrections are expected to set in. Here,
an important question is to find out up to what coupling
strength the system still approaches a transient nonther-
mal fixed point, as is known to occur in the weak-coupling
limit, before the quantum corrections lead to thermal
equilibrium asymptotically.
Numerical results will be presented for N = 4, and we
will cover a coupling range of 10−2 ≤ λ ≤ 10 for a cutoff-
regularized theory. More precisely, we perform a self-
consistent mass renormalization at initial time as detailed
in App. B and verify that the results are insensitive to
variations of the employed ultraviolet momentum cutoff.
For the field initial condition, we take M2‖ (0)/σ
2
0 ≈ 3 and
M2⊥(0)/σ
2
0 ≈ 1, and for the fluctuation initial condition
M2(0)/Q2 ≈ 0.43 for all coupling values we consider. All
results are checked also for possible infrared cutoff effects
and found to be stable.
The computations are performed in momentum space
on an isotropic grid. In order to be able to reach suffi-
ciently large times, we adapt discretizations as a function
of time. While the computations are done for different
sets of discretization parameters to check convergence,
results shown for fluctuation (field) initial conditions for
times Qt ≤ 1200 (σ0t ≤ 1200) are from computations on
a spatial grid characterized by Ns = 540 points with a
grid spacing Qas = 0.4 (σ0as = 0.5). Subsequently, we
reduce the number of grid points toNs = 135 (Ns = 225),
thereby increasing the infrared cutoff. We checked that
the spectra lie on top of each other in the common mo-
mentum range for overlapping times. In general, the tem-
poral grid at early times has to be finer than at later times
in order to resolve the initially faster processes such as in-
stabilities as compared to the subsequent slow power-law
behavior near nonthermal fixed points. For the displayed
results, we changed from Qat = 0.08 (σ0at = 0.15) for
early times to Qat = 0.16 (σ0at = 0.30) at Qt = 160
(σ0t = 225). For field initial conditions at stronger cou-
plings λ & 1, it turned out that it is sufficient to use
Ns = 225 at all times, however, we employed smaller
step sizes changing from σ0t = 0.10 to 0.20 at σ0t = 150.
III. RESULTS STARTING FROM
FLUCTUATION INITIAL CONDITIONS
A. Distribution and Dispersion Relation
We first consider the dynamics in the symmetric regime
starting from the fluctuation initial condition (a) of
Sec. II B. In order to discuss the nonequilibrium time evo-
lution, it is convenient to extract a time-dependent parti-
cle number distribution f(t, |p|), which can be defined in
terms of the equal-time statistical two-point function (7)
in spatial Fourier space as [24]
f(t, |p|) + 1/2
ω(t, |p|) = λ
−1F (t, t, |p|) . (17)
At time t = 0, this definition coincides with (13) for the
initial dispersion (14). In practice, we extract a time-
dependent distribution function and dispersion relation
in accordance with (17) by employing
f(t, |p|) + 1
2
= λ−1
√
F (t, t′, |p|) ∂t∂t′F (t, t′, |p|)
∣∣∣
t=t′
,
(18)
ω(t, |p|) =
√
∂t∂t′F (t, t′, |p|)/F (t, t′, |p|)
∣∣∣
t=t′
. (19)
In general, there is, of course, no unique definition of a
mode particle number in the interacting theory. Never-
theless, we will use the notion of a distribution function
to illustrate our results, remembering that one can al-
ways think of the well-defined correlation functions on
which our definitions are based.
6B. Nonthermal Fixed Points
The distribution function for different values of the
coupling λ = 0.01, 0.1 and 1 is presented in Fig. 3 at
different times, which show the evolution starting from
the displayed initial overoccupied state. One observes the
emergence of two distinct regimes for small (|p| . 0.3Q)
and for larger momenta (|p| & 0.3Q). The evolution is
self-similar [10], and the approximate power-law behavior
corresponds to an inverse particle cascade towards the in-
frared [3, 30] and a direct energy cascade towards larger
momenta [31]. This is the first time that the dual cascade
has been observed to emerge in a quantum field theoreti-
cal calculation without relying on the classical-statistical
approximation.
In fact, the scaling exponent for the direct energy cas-
cade at higher momenta is found to be well approximated
by
κE = 5/3 , (20)
which is the value predicted by analytical considerations
in the framework of kinetic theory with two-to-two scat-
tering in the absence of a macroscopic field expectation
value (φ = 0) [31]. The energy cascade exponent (20) has
not been observed before from classical-statistical simu-
lations. The latter see also a direct energy cascade, how-
ever, with an expected exponent 3/2 characterizing the
scattering of a particle off a macroscopic field mode [31]
(cf. also Sec. IV below).
The possibility to observe (20) is due to the fact that
we are able to preserve the O(N) symmetry at all times
by setting the initial field φ(t = 0) as well as its time
derivative to zero. In contrast, classical-statistical simu-
lations always start with nonzero values for the field or
its time derivative. A vanishing macroscopic field average
can then only be obtained by sampling over many indi-
vidual runs, however, the initial bias cannot be set to zero
identically with that procedure. The situation is similar
to the well-known phenomenon of spontaneous symme-
try breaking in thermal equilibrium, where a small bias
can lead to the appearance of a macroscopic field value.
The inverse particle cascade at low momenta is well
approximated by a power law with exponent
κN = 5 (21)
as displayed by the gray dashed line in all three panels
of Fig. 3. The value of this exponent is characteristic
for a nonrelativistic inverse particle cascade towards the
infrared [8, 10]. The appearance of the nonrelativistic in-
frared regime within the relativistic field theory is a con-
sequence of the presence of an effective mass gap, which
has been pointed out in [10]. Indeed, we see in Fig. 4 that
the dispersion relation (19) is approximately constant in
the momentum range where we observe the power law in
the infrared. We also show a linear dispersion relation as
expected for relativistic momenta. In addition, we fit a
quasiparticle dispersion relation
√
p2 +m2 with the in-
medium mass m to the numerical results. We find that
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Figure 3. Particle number distribution for fluctuation ini-
tial conditions with λ = 0.01, 0.1, 1 (top to bottom) at differ-
ent times including the initial time (gray). The approximate
power laws with exponents κN = 5 and κE = 5/3 characterize
the dual cascade in the respective momentum ranges (dashed
gray lines).
the dispersion relation fit remains almost constant over
time during the turbulent stage of the evolution and ex-
hibits an effective mass gap of m ≈ 0.6Q. This plot is
71
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ω
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|)/
Q
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m/Q ≈ 0.6
√
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Figure 4. Dispersion relation for fluctuation initial condi-
tions with λ = 0.01 at Qt = 1200 exhibiting an effective
mass gap m. A fit to the quasiparticle dispersion relation√
p2 +m2 is performed in good agreement with the numer-
ical data for m/Q ≈ 0.6. Additionally, a linear dispersion
relation, ω = |p|, is shown for comparison.
obtained from computations with λ = 0.01 and shown for
Qt = 1200, but to very good accuracy the same graph
and effective mass are found for the entire range of cou-
plings, λ = 0.01− 10, and not too early times.
Most remarkably, our results demonstrate that the sys-
tem with coupling λ = 1 still shows the same dual cascade
picture as for weak couplings. From the lowest panel of
Fig. 3, we see that characteristic occupation numbers for
the direct energy cascade have reachedO(1), where quan-
tum corrections are expected to start to become relevant.
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Figure 5. Particle number distribution (left) and inverse slope parameter ln(1 + 1/f) (right) for fluctuation initial conditions
with λ = 10 at different times including the initial time (solid, gray). We observe a power-law behavior for intermediate
times and the approach to thermal equilibrium for Qt & 600. For comparison, the dashed gray line in (b) corresponds to a
Bose-Einstein distribution with temperature T ≈ 1.6Q and chemical potential µ = 0.
This demonstrates that even for sizable couplings of or-
der one the perturbatively expected scaling properties
for the energy cascade still hold in this case. Moreover,
we conclude that the nonperturbative infrared scaling
properties that have been observed before from classical-
statistical simulations [3, 9, 10] extend well beyond the
weak-coupling limit.
We find for even stronger couplings important correc-
tions to the above dual cascade picture, but the phe-
nomenon of a significant transient increase of infrared
occupancies turns out to be remarkably robust. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5a for the larger coupling λ = 10.
One observes that for Qt . 600 the fluctuations in the
infrared grow by more than an order of magnitude. This
is much less compared to the growth of fluctuations for
smaller interaction strengths, which exhibit a growth by
three orders of magnitude in the same period of time. Re-
markably, the results still suggest an approximate tran-
sient power-law behavior during this time. For later
times, the infrared occupancies decrease significantly.
Moreover, the occupation numbers become of order unity
at the characteristic scale Q and the distribution function
approaches a Bose-Einstein distribution with vanishing
chemical potential, fBE(ω) =
(
eω/T − 1)−1. Figure 5b
indicates this with the dotted line representing a ther-
mal distribution with temperature T ≈ 1.6Q. The fact
that we are able to explicitly demonstrate the approach
to quantum thermal equilibrium in this case has to do
with the fact that it happens faster for stronger cou-
plings, while it becomes numerically too expensive for
small couplings to go to much later times.
The above observation, that even for couplings of or-
der one we find transient universal scaling behavior, can
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Figure 6. Rescaled particle number distribution for fluctua-
tion initial conditions at fixed time for different values of the
coupling λ. In the range λ . 2, one observes that all curves
collapse onto a single curve to good accuracy. In contrast, for
stronger couplings sizable deviations occur.
be well illustrated by plotting the product λf(t,p). This
product should be independent of the value of λ in the
scaling regime. Figure 6 shows the quantity on spatial
grids with Ns = 135 for Qt = 1000. Up to coupling
constants of λ . 2, the rescaled distributions lie on top
of each other to good accuracy. Differences between the
rescaled distribution functions do not become sizable un-
til the coupling has increased to about λ & 5. This
demonstrates the existence and range of attraction of the
nonthermal fixed point for a wide range of couplings well
beyond the weak-coupling limit.
C. Nonperturbative Infrared Regime
A quantity that illustrates the nonperturbative nature
of the nonthermal infrared scaling regime is given by the
sum of all ring diagrams entering as the main building
block in the 1/N expansion at NLO as discussed in Sec. II
and App. A.4 The summation of all ring diagrams is en-
coded in the self-consistent equations [24]
IF (t, t
′,p) = ΠF (t, t′,p)−
∫ t
t0
dt′′ Iρ(t, t′′,p)ΠF (t′′, t′,p)
+
∫ t′
t0
dt′′ IF (t, t′′,p)Πρ(t′′, t′,p) , (22)
Iρ(t, t
′,p) = Πρ(t, t′,p)−
∫ t
t′
dt′′ Iρ(t, t′′,p)Πρ(t′′, t′,p) ,
(23)
4 The relation of the ring sum at NLO in the large-N expansion
to an effective vertex resummation is explained in [10, 25, 32].
which appear in the nonequilibrium time-evolution
equations of App. A, with ΠF denoting the real
part of the one-loop self-energy given by (11)
and the corresponding imaginary part Πρ(t, t
′,p) =
Fab(t, t
′,p)ρab(t, t′,p)/(3N). By iteration, the above
equations can be seen to generate the ring diagrams,
which are contained in IF and Iρ, to infinite loop or-
der. It is instructive to compare the one-loop self-energy
ΠF (t, t,p) at equal times to the one including all NLO
large-N corrections as given by IF (t, t,p). More pre-
cisely, we consider the ratio
IF (t, t,p)
ΠF (t, t,p)
= 1−
∫ t
t0
dt′′ (IρΠF − IFΠρ)
ΠF (t, t,p)
, (24)
where the r.h.s. follows from (22) evaluated at equal
times, t = t′. In a perturbative regime, we expect IF
to be dominated by the lowest one-loop contribution ΠF
such that the ratio (24) is about one.
From the top panel of Fig. 7 for λ = 0.01, one observes
that the ratio (24) decreases over several orders of mag-
nitude in the low momentum regime during those times
where the transient inverse particle cascade occurs ac-
cording to the results of Sec. III B. Around the inflection
point of the IF /ΠF curve on a double logarithmic scale,
we find an approximate slope corresponding to a drop
in momenta ∼ |p|3.4 at Qt = 1200. At large momenta,
the ratio approaches unity as anticipated, but still differs
sizably from one in the momentum range of the energy
cascade.
We have verified that the values found for λ = 0.1
agree well with those obtained for λ = 0.01, which holds
to good accuracy even for λ = 1 as demonstrated with
the middle panel of Fig. 7. For λ = 10, the bottom
panel of Fig. 7 shows significant deviations from unity
in the infrared at intermediate times, while the ratio ap-
proaches unity again for later times where the λ = 10
results already thermalize. This reflects the fact that oc-
cupation numbers first increase for small momenta as a
consequence of the inverse particle cascade and then ap-
proach order unity on their way to thermal equilibrium.
D. Classical-Statistical Field Theory Limit
As discussed in Sec. II (cf. also App. A), we can study
the corresponding classical-statistical field theory in the
same framework of the 1/N expansion to NLO follow-
ing along the lines of [13]. In [3], the agreement of the
quantum dynamics with results from classical-statistical
simulations during parametric resonance at early times
for the same model was shown to agree well for weak
couplings. A similar study [33], employing the tachyonic
instability, also reports a matching of both methods.
The range of validity of the classical-statistical ap-
proach was also studied extensively in [19] for a mass-
less one-component scalar field theory. In particular,
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Figure 7. The ratio (24) for fluctuation initial conditions with
λ = 0.01, 1, 10 (top to bottom). In a perturbative regime, IF is
expected to be dominated by the lowest one-loop contribu-
tion ΠF such that the ratio (24) is about one. While at high
momenta the ratio approaches unity, in the infrared regime
one observes very strong deviations from one for times where
the transient inverse particle cascade occurs.
Ref. [19] reported that if the classical-statistical evolu-
tions are started from quantum initial conditions, the
subsequent dynamics can lead to the decay of the initial
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Figure 8. The sum f(t, |p|)+1/2 for λ = 10 at time Qt = 1000
for the quantum (dashed line) and the classical (solid line)
evolution for fluctuation initial conditions. In addition, we
show the classical thermal function T/(ω(p)− µ) (gray, dot-
ted) for comparison, with parameters as described in the main
text. One observes that, in contrast to the quantum evolu-
tion, the classical results for f(t, |p|) + 1/2 drop below 1/2 at
high momenta, showing the decay of the initial quantum-half.
quantum-half if the couplings are too strong. Here, we
add to these findings by a direct comparison between the
quantum and classical evolutions, i.e. by solving the evo-
lution equations at NLO in the 1/N expansion both for
the classical-statistical theory and for the quantum the-
ory starting from the same fluctuation initial conditions.
Figure 8 shows our results for λ = 10 at timeQt = 1000
for the quantum (dashed line) and the classical (solid
line) evolution. At this time, we find that the sum
f(t, |p|) + 1/2 as obtained from the classical evolution
can already be described by a classical thermal distribu-
tion T/(ω − µ) with temperature T , dispersion relation
ω =
√
p2 +m2 and chemical potential µ. Since the clas-
sical thermal distribution leads to the Rayleigh-Jeans di-
vergence, all classical thermal results depend on the em-
ployed ultraviolet cutoff ΛUV = 7.9Q. For this cutoff, we
find T ≈ 6.7Q and µ ≈ −6.5Q at Qt = 1000 with an in-
medium mass m ≈ 0.7Q, where the latter was obtained
from the numerically computed dispersion relation as in
Sec. III B.
By comparison to the horizontal line in Fig. 8, we see
that for the classical evolution the sum f(t, |p|) + 1/2
drops below 1/2 for high momenta. This shows the decay
of the initial vacuum quantum-half and, hence, is outside
the range of validity of the classical-statistical approxi-
mation to describe the quantum dynamics in this case. In
contrast, in the quantum theory, f(t, |p|) never reaches
negative values and is seen to approach a Bose-Einstein
distribution at late times. Of course, classical dynam-
ics cannot describe the approach to quantum thermal
equilibrium and, for given finite coupling and ultravio-
let regularization, the classical description is only valid
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Figure 9. Longitudinal (‖, left) and transverse (⊥, right) occupation number distributions for macroscopic field initial conditions
with λ = 0.01 at different times showing the emergence of a dual cascade picture.
for a restricted time. The smaller the coupling, the later
the breakdown of the classical-statistical approximation
occurs, which is also what we observe.5
IV. RESULTS STARTING FROM
MACROSCOPIC FIELD INITIAL CONDITIONS
A. Nonthermal Fixed Points
In addition to the fluctuation initial conditions with
vanishing macroscopic field discussed in the previous sec-
tion, we also investigate the time evolution starting from
a macroscopic field with only vacuum fluctuations as de-
scribed in Sec. II B. We can see from Fig. 9 for λ = 0.01
that the system builds up highly occupied modes in the
infrared very quickly through the mechanism of para-
metric resonance with the initial characteristic resonance
5 In general, for a self-interacting boson field ϕ with coupling λ,
the mapping between the quantum and the classical description
involves two steps [1, 12]: First, one separates the quantum field
ϕ = φ + δϕ into a (large) coherent part with expectation value
〈ϕ〉 = φ ∼ Q/√λ and a (small) fluctuation with 〈δϕ2〉 ∼ Q2 for
some given momentum scale Q and coupling parameter λ  1.
The early-time dynamics can then be linearized in the fluctu-
ations as long as 〈δϕ2〉  Q2/λ and solved. Albeit small ini-
tially, the fluctuations can grow with time because of nonequi-
librium instabilities. Once the fluctuations become larger, one
uses the outcome of the linearized early-time evolution as input
for a subsequent fully nonlinear classical-statistical simulation.
The whole procedure has a well-defined continuum limit for suf-
ficiently weak couplings (see also [34]). Instead of this two-step
procedure, a simplified description is often employed: the fully
nonlinear classical-statistical simulation is considered right from
the beginning as a shortcut procedure. In this case, for strong-
field initial conditions the description is only valid as a low-energy
effective theory for a finite time depending on the employed cou-
pling and ultraviolet cutoff scale [35].
peak at |p| ∼ σ0/
√
2 [29]. One observes that the early-
time evolution of the longitudinal and transverse degrees
of freedom differs, but they become almost indistinguish-
able from each other at later times. This is due to the
fact that the macroscopic field decays with time.
Similar to what is found for fluctuation initial condi-
tions, the inverse particle cascade in the infrared can be
clearly observed from Fig. 9. A fit produces a value of
κN ≈ 4.7 for the associated stationary exponent at the
available times, which is expected to increase further for
later times. The dispersion relation of this system is ap-
proximately constant in the momentum range of the par-
ticle cascade, very similar to the relation obtained from
the fluctuation initial conditions (cf. Fig. 4). Fitting a
power law ∼ |p|−3/2 at higher momenta hints to a direct
energy cascade [31], but the resonance peaks have not
yet smoothed out at the latest times we consider.
The computations with an interaction strength of λ =
0.1 yield practically the same distributions as just dis-
cussed for λ = 0.01 up to a rescaling with the coupling
as expected from the discussion for the symmetric case
above. When increasing the coupling to λ = 1, the over-
all picture as presented in Fig. 10 remains very similar
if compared to the weak-coupling results displayed in
Fig. 9. We find that the particle cascade at low momenta
can be fitted with power laws ∼ |p|−4.6 and ∼ |p|−4.8 for
longitudinal and transverse modes, respectively. We note
that they still increase to larger values over time.
A significantly modified picture emerges for the distri-
bution functions for a coupling of λ = 10, which we show
in Fig. 11 for both longitudinal and transverse modes.
We observe an increase of the longitudinal occupation
number in the infrared for σ0t . 400, with a subsequent
decrease at later times. For large momenta, a quick ap-
proach to a thermal-like curve is observed, which is rem-
iniscent of the situation described in Sec. III B for fluctu-
ation initial conditions. At the same time, the transverse
modes still exhibit a cascade-like behavior in the infrared,
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Figure 10. As in Fig. 9, but for λ = 1, for which the system is still showing a dual cascade picture.
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Figure 11. As in Fig. 9, but for λ = 10, where strong deviations from the dual cascade picture occur. The longitudinal spectrum
approaches thermal equilibrium rather quickly. At the same time, the transverse occupation number distribution exhibits a
cascade-like behavior for small momenta, while the ultraviolet already shows signs of thermalization.
as can be seen from the evolution for times σ0t & 200.
Part of the curve in the infrared could be fitted with a
power law ∼ |p|−4.5 at σ0t = 1650. Both the scaling ex-
ponent and the distribution function in the deep infrared
still grow at the latest time available and are far from
equilibrium. Whereas the ultraviolet appears closer to
thermal equilibrium for both the longitudinal and trans-
verse degrees of freedom (they are approximately equal
for |p| & 0.3σ0 at the latest time shown), they differ in
the infrared by more than two orders of magnitude at
σ0t = 1650.
In Fig. 12, where the inverse slope parameter for both
the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom is pre-
sented, we can explicitly see the approach to a Bose-
Einstein distribution with temperature T ≈ σ0 and
chemical potential µ ≈ 0.7σ0 at the latest available time
(σ0t = 1650). For the real scalar field theory, we expect
this distribution to still evolve until a vanishing chemical
potential is reached [24]. Moreover, the fast isotropiza-
tion in field space is apparent as the curves are very
similar for σ0t = 100 and already indistinguishable for
σ0t = 400.
Finally, we present the rescaled distribution functions
λf‖,⊥(t,p) for fixed times in the symmetry-broken regime
in Fig. 13, which are obtained through calculations where
spatial grids with Ns = 128, σ0as = 1.0 and a temporal
step size σ0at = 0.2 are used. The rescaled spectra lie
on top of each other to good accuracy well beyond the
weak-coupling regime up to λ . 2. The deviations start
to occur first in the energy cascade, whereas the parti-
cle cascade still exhibits good agreement. In the latter
momentum range, differences between the rescaled distri-
bution functions do not become sizable until the coupling
has increased to λ > 5. Moreover, the deviations for the
transverse low-momentum modes are smaller if compared
to the ones for the longitudinal direction, whereas they
agree well for larger momenta.
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Figure 12. Longitudinal (‖, left) and transverse (⊥, right) inverse slope parameters ln(1 + 1/f‖,⊥) for macroscopic field initial
conditions with λ = 10 at different times. We observe the approach to thermal equilibrium. For comparison, the dashed line
in each plot corresponds to a Bose-Einstein distribution with temperature T ≈ σ0 and chemical potential µ ≈ 0.7σ0.
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Figure 13. Rescaled longitudinal (‖, left) and transverse (⊥, right) occupation number distributions for macroscopic field initial
conditions at fixed time σ0t = 940 for different values of the coupling λ.
B. Macroscopic Field Dynamics
In the following, we investigate the time evolution of
the macroscopic field φ(t). Figure 14 shows the time evo-
lution of the envelope of the macroscopic field amplitude,
φmax. The macroscopic field itself oscillates rapidly as
can be inferred from the inset of the figure. The oscilla-
tion frequency retains its value over the computed period
of time and is set by the same dynamically generated ef-
fective mass, ωφ ≈ 0.7σ0, as inferred from the dispersion
relation which has the same form as in the symmetric
regime, cf. Fig. 4.
After the end of parametric resonance, there is an in-
termediate power-law decay of the field amplitude ∼ t−c
with c ≈ 0.5. Comparing to the evolution of the dis-
tribution function, we observe that this decay happens
during the approach to the self-similar turbulent regime.
At about σ0t ≈ 200, the field decay slows down and the
amplitude may be described by a power law with a much
smaller exponent. Moreover, the isotropization of the
system in field space can be attributed to the decay of
the macroscopic field as it becomes less important and
leads to a decrease in the difference between the longitu-
dinal and transverse degrees of freedom.
Going beyond the weakly coupled regime, we present
the dynamics of the macroscopic field for λ = 1 and 10
in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. Overall, the oscillation
frequency and, therefore, the effective mass again remain
approximately constant during the evolution. For inter-
mediate times, i.e. after the end of the instability and dur-
ing the approach to the turbulent stage of the evolution,
we observe an intermediate power law ∼ t−c with c ≈ 0.4
for the smaller coupling displayed, λ = 1. Later on, the
maximum field amplitude follows a very slow exponential
decay in contrast to the weak power-law behavior found
in the weakly coupled regime. In the case of the stronger
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Figure 14. Double-logarithmic plot of the time evolution of
the envelope φmax(t) normalized to its initial value φ0 for λ =
0.01. In the inset, the oscillating field is displayed. The field
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Figure 15. For λ = 1, the power law of the field amplitude
φmax(t) is ∼ t−c with c ≈ 0.4 for intermediate times (note the
log-lin plot). At later times, an exponential damping with a
small rate ∼ 10−4σ0 is found.
coupling of λ = 10, the field oscillations are exponentially
damped with a rate of about ∼ 10−3σ0, which results in
an almost vanishing field expectation value for the latest
times shown.
C. Nonperturbative Infrared Regime
As for the fluctuation initial conditions, we also inves-
tigate the ratio (24) in the symmetry-broken regime. We
find the same behavior as discussed for the symmetric
regime in Sec. III C for interaction strengths in the range
λ = 0.01 − 1. This agreement corresponds to the fact
that one observes very similar results from the numeri-
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Figure 16. For λ = 10, we observe an exponential decay of
the field amplitude φmax(t) with a rate of about ∼ 10−3σ0
(dashed line).
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Figure 17. The ratio (24) for macroscopic field initial condi-
tions with λ = 10 for different times.
cal calculations with both initial conditions in the low-
momentum regime in Secs. III B and IV A (cf. Figs. 3, 9
and 10). For λ = 10, the ratio is displayed in Fig. 17.
In view of our findings for fluctuation initial conditions,
it exhibits still a remarkably similar behavior to the one
observed for weaker couplings.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
For the example of a self-interacting N -component
scalar quantum field theory in a large-N expansion to
next-to-leading order, we have shown that nonthermal
fixed points are approached from large-field or overoccu-
pied initial conditions. Remarkably, we find the associ-
14
ated transient universal scaling behavior also beyond the
weak-coupling limit, well beyond the range of validity
of classical-statistical simulations. This concerns in par-
ticular the presence of an inverse particle cascade with
very large occupancies in the infrared, the characteristic
properties of which can be found for couplings as large
as λ ∼ O(10). While these results may be unexpected
in view of genuine weak-coupling techniques such as the
classical-statistical approach or quantum kinetic theory,
we emphasize that corresponding findings of universal be-
havior being insensitive to the values of couplings are well
known for the (albeit different) case of scaling behavior
near phase transitions in thermal equilibrium.
The central results of this paper can all be seen in the
bottom panel of Fig. 3, which displays the evolution of
the distribution function at λ = 1 starting from overoc-
cupied initial conditions. It demonstrates the turbulent
dual cascade picture, with an inverse particle cascade and
a direct energy cascade, directly in quantum field theory
and beyond the weak-coupling limit. Moreover, it shows
the emergence of the expected perturbative scaling expo-
nent κE = 5/3 associated with the direct energy cascade
at large momenta for vanishing macroscopic field. It also
reflects the fact that at small momenta the dynamics be-
comes nonrelativistic with a nonperturbative stationary
exponent of κN = 5.
In addition, we analyzed the role and importance of the
quantum corrections to stabilize the quantum vacuum
beyond the weak-coupling limit and presented a detailed
comparison to the dynamics starting from strong-field
initial conditions. In scenarios including a macroscopic
field for the coupling parameter λ = 10, we discovered a
hybrid picture of turbulent behavior reminiscent of the
particle cascade in the infrared and an approach towards
thermal equilibrium in the ultraviolet for the transverse
modes, while the longitudinal degrees of freedom ap-
proach quantum thermal equilibrium in the entire mo-
mentum range.
Our findings challenge perturbative kinetic descrip-
tions of thermalization dynamics starting from strong-
field or overoccupied initial conditions. This has to
be seen also in view of the findings of [23], where
disagreements between classical-statistical simulations
and kinetic theory even in the weak-coupling regime were
observed, and where the origin of the discrepancies can
be traced back to the emergence of nonperturbatively
large occupancies in the infrared. In turn, the successful
application of the NLO large-N summation in describing
this physics may be used as a starting point for improved
kinetic descriptions [10].
The nonrelativistic behavior in the infrared allows also
direct comparisons to the dynamics of ultracold quantum
gas systems out of equilibrium [9]. Based on the uni-
versality observed between highly occupied scalar and
gauge field dynamics at weak couplings in [11], our re-
sults may also be helpful in understanding the dynamics
of aspects of gauge theories far from equilibrium beyond
the weak-coupling limit relevant for relativistic heavy-ion
collisions. For further investigations related to cosmo-
logical inflation, it should be considered to extend the
computations including fermions [36, 37] to isotropically
expanding space-times for more realistic models, which
has been started in [38, 39] for de Sitter space.
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Appendix A: NLO Evolution Equations
In this appendix, we review the nonequilibrium evo-
lution equations from the large-N expansion to NLO of
the 2PI effective action and refer to the literature for
their derivation [24, 25]. Starting from the Gaussian ini-
tial conditions of Sec. II B, the evolution equations for
the quantum-statistical anti-commutator F defined in (7)
and commutator ρ defined in (9) are
[
xδac +M2ac(x)
]
Fcb(x, y) =−
∫ x0
t0
dz Σρac(x, z)Fcb(z, y)
+
∫ y0
t0
dz ΣFac(x, z)ρcb(z, y) ,
(A1)[
xδac +M2ac(x)
]
ρcb(x, y) =−
∫ x0
y0
dz Σρac(x, z)ρcb(z, y)
(A2)
with shorthand notation
∫ t2
t1
dz ≡ ∫ t2
t1
dz0
∫
d3z and initial
time t0.
For a quantum theory with classical Lagrangian (1)
and field rescaling (3), the space-time-dependent effective
mass term M2ab(x) is given by
M2ab(x;φ, F ) =
1
6N
[
Fcc(x, x) + φ
2(x)
]
δab
+
1
3N
[Fab(x, x) + φa(x)φb(x)] . (A3)
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The real and imaginary parts of the self-energy, ΣFac(x, y)
and Σρac(x, y), are at NLO:
ΣFab(x, y)=−
1
3N
{
IF (x, y)φa(x)φb(y)
+ [IF (x, y) + PF (x, y)]Fab(x, y)
−
(
λ
2
)2
[Iρ(x, y) + Pρ(x, y)] ρab(x, y)
}
,
(A4)
Σρab(x, y)=−
1
3N
{
Iρ(x, y)φa(x)φb(y)
+ [Iρ(x, y) + Pρ(x, y)]Fab(x, y)
+ [IF (x, y) + PF (x, y)] ρab(x, y)
}
.
(A5)
Here, the φ-independent summation functions IF and Iρ
are defined by
IF (x, y) = ΠF (x, y)−
∫ x0
t0
dz Iρ(x, z)ΠF (z, y)
+
∫ y0
t0
dz IF (x, z)Πρ(z, y) , (A6)
Iρ(x, y) = Πρ(x, y)−
∫ x0
y0
dz Iρ(x, z)Πρ(z, y) , (A7)
where we used ΠF (x, y;F, ρ) = [Fab(x, y)Fab(x, y) −
(λ/2)2ρab(x, y)ρab(x, y)]/(6N) as well as Πρ(x, y;F, ρ) =
[Fab(x, y)ρab(x, y)]/(3N) as defined in Secs. II A
and III C. The φ-dependent summation functions PF and
Pρ, which vanish in the symmetric regime (φ = 0), are
given by
PF (x, y) = JF (x, y)−
∫ x0
t0
dz Iρ(x, z)JF (z, y)
+
∫ y0
t0
dz IF (x, z)Jρ(z, y) , (A8)
Pρ(x, y) = Jρ(x, y)−
∫ x0
y0
dz Iρ(x, z)Jρ(z, y) , (A9)
where we defined
JF (x, y) = HF (x, y)−
∫ x0
t0
dz Hρ(x, z)IF (z, y)
+
∫ y0
t0
dz HF (x, z)Iρ(z, y) , (A10)
Jρ(x, y) = Hρ(x, y)−
∫ x0
y0
dz Hρ(x, z)Iρ(z, y) (A11)
with HF (x, y) = φa(x)Fab(x, y)φb(y)/(3N) and
Hρ(x, y) = φa(x)ρab(x, y)φb(y)/(3N). With these defini-
tions, one observes that IF,ρ, PF,ρ and JF,ρ have the same
form. Finally, the evolution equation for the macro-
scopic field at NLO can also be given in terms of these
quantities:{[
x +
1
6N
φ2(x)
]
δab + M
2
ab(x)
∣∣
φ=0
}
φb(x)
= −
∫ x0
t0
dy Σρac(x, y)|φ=0 φb(y) . (A12)
To conclude this appendix, we note that the classical-
statistical field theory limit corresponds to neglecting
the quantum-half in the above evolution equations,
i.e. putting everywhere λ/2 to zero taking into account
the field rescaling (3). There are no other changes con-
cerning the form of the evolution equations, however, in
the classical theory the field two-point correlator plays
the role of the anti-commutator expectation value of the
quantum theory and the Poisson bracket replaces the
commutator expectation value [13, 40].
Appendix B: Mass Renormalization
It turns out that it is sufficient for the employed pa-
rameter ranges to consider a mass renormalization which
cancels the quadratically divergent mass terms at ini-
tial time for a cutoff-regularized theory. We explicitly
checked that the renormalization procedure, which we
describe in the following, leads to cutoff-insensitive re-
sults for the accessible grid sizes. Renormalization of
initial-value problems is further discussed in [41]. We
calculate the mass counterterms of the Gaussian theory
at initial time iteratively. Because the macroscopic field
initial conditions break the O(N) symmetry, the dress-
ings of the longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom
differ and we consider them separately in that case.
For vanishing renormalized vacuum mass, we de-
termine the initial renormalized in-medium mass
M0,‖/⊥(φ, F ) by self-consistently solving the mass gap
equations involving the macroscopic field and the tad-
pole contribution,
M20,‖(φ, F ) =
1
6N
[
3
∫ Λ
p
F‖(0, 0, |p|) + 3φ2(0)
+ (N − 1)
∫ Λ
p
F⊥(0, 0, |p|)
]
+ δm2‖ ,
(B1)
M20,⊥(φ, F ) =
1
6N
[∫ Λ
p
F‖(0, 0, |p|) + φ2(0)
+ (N + 1)
∫ Λ
p
F⊥(0, 0, |p|)
]
+ δm2⊥ ,
(B2)
where we used the shorthand notation
∫ Λ
p
≡ ∫ Λ d3p(2pi)3 .
Here, the initial statistical propagators depend on the
effective mass as well, cf. (13). We choose to cancel
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the leading quadratic cutoff dependence of the three-
dimensional momentum integrals over the initial statis-
tical propagators by the counterterms δm2‖ and δm
2
⊥,
which are given by
δm2‖ = −
1
6N
[
3
2
∫ Λ
p
(
p2 +M20,‖
)−1/2
+
(N − 1)
2
∫ Λ
p
(
p2 +M20,⊥
)−1/2 ]
, (B3)
δm2⊥ = −
1
6N
[
1
2
∫ Λ
p
(
p2 +M20,‖
)−1/2
+
(N + 1)
2
∫ Λ
p
(
p2 +M20,⊥
)−1/2 ]
. (B4)
During the initialization procedure these equations are
iteratively solved starting with M20,‖ = M
2
0,⊥ = 0 until
convergence is achieved. The same counterterms are em-
ployed to also cancel the associated divergences in the
equations of motion.
Appendix C: Energy-Momentum Tensor
Since the energy density is a conserved quantity, we can
use it to check the numerical accuracy of our calculations
and find very good stability. We obtain this quantity
as the T 00-component of the energy-momentum tensor
Tµν and consider spatially homogeneous and isotropic
systems. It is useful to split the energy density  =
limV→∞(T 00/V ) in its classical and fluctuation parts,
 = class(t) + fluc(t) . (C1)
The former only depends on the macroscopic field and
can be easily calculated from the action. For the massless
theory, taking into account the field rescaling (3), we get
λclass(t) =
1
2
φ˙2(t) +
1
4!N
φ4(t) , (C2)
where we omitted the spatial derivatives as we assume
spatial homogeneity. In the symmetric regime, this quan-
tity vanishes identically.
Employing the 1/N expansion of the 2PI effective ac-
tion at NLO for a cutoff-regularized theory, we obtain
for the fluctuation part of the energy density with all
quantities given in Fourier space:
λfluc(t) =
1
2
∫
p
[
∂t∂t′Faa(t, t
′; |p|)|t=t′ + p2Faa(t, t; |p|)
+ M2ab(t)
∣∣
F=0
Fab(t, t; |p|)
]
+
1
4!N
(∫
p
Faa(t, t; |p|)
)2
+
1
2
∫
p
IF (t, t; |p|)
+
∫
p
[
1
2
PF (t, t; |p|)− 1
6N
HF (t, t; |p|)
]
,
(C3)
where summation over repeated indices is implied. The
effective mass term M2ab is provided in (A3), whereas
the real-space summation functions IF and PF can
be found in (A6) and (A8), respectively. Under the
stated assumptions, we additionally have HF (t, t
′; |p|) =
φa(t)Fab(t, t
′, |p|)φb(t′). Finally, the last integral in (C3)
is absent in the symmetric regime and we point out that
the energy density does not contain the spectral function
as it vanishes at equal times due to the bosonic commu-
tation relations.
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